Metagenomic studies are leading to the discovery of a hidden diversity of RNA viruses.
have occurred rarely during rhabdovirus evolution. This allowed us to propose 76 new 48 likely vector--borne vertebrate viruses among viruses identified from vertebrates or 49 biting insects. Based on currently available data, our analysis suggests it is likely there 50 was a single origin of the known plant viruses and arthropod--borne vertebrate viruses, 51 while vertebrate--specific and arthropod--specific viruses arose at least twice. There are 52 also few transitions between aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems. Viruses also cluster 53 together at a finer scale, with closely related viruses tending to be found in closely 54 related hosts. Our data therefore suggest that throughout their evolution, rhabdoviruses 55 have occasionally jumped between distantly related host species before spreading 56 through related hosts in the same environment. This approach offers a way to predict 134 tblastn to identify rhabdovirus--like sequences, with known rhabdovirus coding 135 sequences as the query. Any contigs with high sequence similarity to rhabdoviruses 136 were then reciprocally compared to Genbank cDNA and RefSeq nucleotide databases 137 using tblastn and only retained if they most closely matched a virus--like sequence. Raw 138 read data were deposited in the NCBI Sequence Read Archive (SRP057824). Putative 139 viral sequences have been submitted to Genbank (accession numbers in Tables S1 and 140 S2).
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As the RNA--seq was performed on pooled samples, we assigned rhabdovirus sequences We measured the degree of phylogenetic structure between virus sequences identified 206 in different categories of host (arthropods, vertebrates and plants) and ecosystems 207 (terrestrial and aquatic). Following Bhatia et al [32] , we measured the degree of genetic 208 structure between virus sequences from different groups of hosts/ecosystems using 209 Hudson' s Fst estimator [31] as in [32] . We calculated Fst as: 1--the mean number of 210 differences between sequences within or between populations, where a population is a 211 host category or ecosystem. The significance of this value was tested by comparison 212 with 1000 replicates with host categories randomly permuted over sequences. We also 213 measured the clustering of these categories over our phylogeny using the genealogical 214 sorting index (GSI), a measure of the degree of exclusive ancestry of a group on a rooted 215 genealogy [33] , for each of our host association categories. The index was estimated 216 using the genealogicalSorting R package [34], with significance estimated by 217 permutation. The tree was pruned to remove strains that could not be assigned to one of 218 the host association categories under consideration. Finally, since arthropods are the 219 most sampled host, we tested for evidence of genetic structure within the arthropod--220 associated viruses that would suggest co--divergence with their hosts or preferential 221 host--switching between closely related hosts. We calculated the Pearson correlation 222 coefficient of the evolutionary distances between viruses and the evolutionary distances 223 between their hosts and tested for significance by permutation (as in [35] (Table S3 ). Of these viruses, 19 had sufficient amounts of coding sequence 344 (>1000bp) to include in the phylogenetic analysis (Table S3 ), whilst the remainder were 345 too short (Table S4 ). 
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Secondly, the Agave tequilana transcriptome contained a L gene ORF on a contig that 357 was the length of a typical rhabdovirus genome but did not appear to contain typical 358 gene content, suggesting it has very atypical genome organization, or has been 359 misassembled, or is integrated into its host plant genome [53] . Finally, the virus from unusually long. Some of the viruses we detected may be EVEs inserted into the host 362 genome and subsequently expressed [18] . For example, this is likely the case for the 363 sequence from the silkworm Bombyx mori that we also found in the silkworm genome, 364 and the L gene sequence from Spodoptera exigua that contains stop codons. Under the 365 assumption that viruses integrated into host genomes once infected those hosts, this 366 does not affect our conclusions below about the host range of these viruses [15--17]. We 367 also found nine other novel mononegavirale--like sequences that group with recently 368 discovered clades of insect viruses [13] (see Table S5 have no consequence for inference of host association. This suggests that our analysis is 388 robust to the assumptions of a relaxed molecular clock. The branching order between 389 the clades in the dimarhabdovirus supergroup was generally poorly supported and 390 differed between the methods and alignments. Eight sequences that we discovered were 391 not included in this analysis as they were considered too short, but their closest BLAST 392 hits are listed in Table S4 (http://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.1502665).
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We recovered all of the major clades described previously ( Figure 2 ), and found that the 
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To test the accuracy of our predictions of current host associations we randomly 453 selected a set of viruses with known associations, re--assigned their host association as 454 ambiguous between all possible states (a greater level of uncertainty than we generally 455 attributed to viruses in our data), and re--ran our analysis. We repeated this 10 times for 456 9 sets of 10 viruses and one set of 9 viruses (randomly sampling without replacement 457 from the 99 viruses in our data with known host associations). These analyses correctly 458 returned the true host association for 95/99 viruses with strong posterior support 459 (>0.9) and 1 with weak support (mean support = 0.99, range = 0. 
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Within the arthropod--associated viruses (the most sampled host group) it is common to 540 find closely related viruses in closely related hosts (Figure 1 ). Viruses isolated from the same arthropod orders tended to cluster together on the tree (GSI analysis permutation 542 tests: Diptera GSI = 0. 57, P<0.001, Hemiptera GSI = 0.34, P<0.001, Ixodida GSI = 0.38, 543 P<0.001, Lepidoptera GSI = 0.15, P=0.089). This is also reflected in a positive correlation 544 between the evolutionary distance between the viruses and the evolutionary distance 545 between their arthropod hosts (Pearson's correlation=0.36, 95% CI's=0.34--0.38,
546
P<0.001 based on permutation, Figure 3 and Figure Figure S2 ).
557
We also find viruses clustering on the phylogeny based on the ecosystem of their hosts; 558 there is strong evidence of genetic differentiation between viruses from terrestrial and 559 aquatic hosts (Fst permutation test P=0.007, Figure S3 Figure 2B ). However, it is also clear that the virus phylogeny does not 602 mirror the host phylogeny, and our data on the clustering of hosts across the virus 603 phylogeny therefore suggests that viruses preferentially shift between more closely 604 related species (Figures 3, S1 and S2) in the same environment ( Figure S3 ). 
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Our conclusions are likely to be robust to biases in the data or limitations in the analysis.
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By reconstructing host associations using the Bayesian methods in the BEAST software 618 [42] we have avoided most of the simplifying assumptions of earlier methods (e.g. 619 symmetric transition rate matrices, lack of uncertainty associated with estimates).
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Nonetheless all such methods depend on there being some of sort of "process 621 homogeneity" over the phylogeny [62] . 
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suggesting that we are only just beginning to uncover the diversity of these viruses. The 642 host associations of these viruses have been highly conserved across their evolutionary 643 history, which provides a powerful tool to identify previously unknown arboviruses.
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The large number of viruses being discovered through metagenomic studies [13, 63, 64] 645 means that in the future we will be faced by an increasingly large number of viral 646 sequences with little knowledge of the biology of the virus. Our phylogenetic approach 647 could be extended to predict key biological traits in other groups of pathogens where 648 our knowledge is incomplete. However, there are limitations to this method, and the 649 rapid evolution of RNA viruses may mean that some traits change too quickly to 650 accurately infer traits. Therefore, such an approach should complement, and not replace, 
